
FADE IN

INT. CELL #1

KARI, mid-30s, wakes up strapped to a rusty metal chair. She

panics and tests her bonds. They hold. Her hands are encased

in an odd metal rigging that still allows her a fair degree

of flexibility.

The room is small, looks to be part of a dilapidated

factory.

Beside Kari is an old surgical table. On it is CHRISTINE,

also mid-30s. Christina is sobbing.

CHRISTINA

KARI! KARI!!!

KARI

Christina?

Mounted in a corner of the room, an old television turns on.

On the screen HACKSAW a woman wearing a mask that makes her

face look like TV static sits at what looks like a high

school morning announcements desk. Her voice is distorted.

HACKSAW

Good morning, students.

KARI

What the fuck is this?

HACKSAW

Today’s lesson is...home economics.

Christina Lear, you allowed your

identity to be subsumed into your

abusive husband’s. You’ve even had

your body augmented to both fit his

desires and hide his violence. Your

friend, Kari Sauls, aided you in

this, using her plastic surgery

clinic to hide the cost of your

acquiescence. But hiding the truth

has made your body a debt...which

must now be paid off. This is your

lesson.

A light shines on a box suspended above Christina’s torso.

HACKSAW

Resting in this box are two gallons

of powerful acid.
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A mechanical arm holding a large rat by the tail lowers from

the ceiling. It dips the rat in the acid, then pulls it out.

Half the rat has been eaten away by the acid. Christina

screams.

Lights come up on a large cabinet and a table of

heinous-looking equipment.

HACKSAW

Beside you stands fifteen pounds of

body fat and the tools to undo your

lies. The choice is now yours. Keep

your false face at the cost of your

life, or expose the truth you’ve

taken such pains to hide.

CHRISTINA

OH GOD, DON’T KILL ME! I DON’T WANT

TO DIE!

HACKSAW

Your life is now in the hands of

Dr. Sauls.

The restraints on Kari’s chair open automatically, but the

devices on her hands remain.

HACKSAW

Dr. Sauls, you have fifteen minutes

to undo years of lies. Within that

time you must place all fifteen

pounds of body fat into Mrs. Lear,

remove her breast implants, and

expose the abuse you took such

pains to cover up: a broken nose,

jaw, cheekbone, two black eyes, and

a scar up the left cheek. There are

photos on the table to remind you.

Kari walks to the table, sees photos of Christina’s abuse.

Also on the table is disinfectant, a scalpel, forceps,

implements for both stitches and sealing, a hunting knife

and a large wrench.

HACKSAW

If you do not complete your task,

the acid will fall. If you attempt

to falsify or minimize any of the

requested alterations, your hands,

the tools of your lies, will be

destroyed. Do you understand?
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KARI

WHAT. THE FUCK. IS THIS?

HACKSAW

Your fifteen minutes begins now.

Good luck.

A timer appears on screen, counting down from fifteen. Kari

goes to the reverse liposuction machine, grabs the insertion

tube.

She opens Christina’s hospital gown, on Christina’s stomach

is a circle drawn in marker and the words "The Truth Shall

Set You Free."

Kari dumps disinfectant on the area, then starts the

machine. It hums, then spurts out human body fat. Kari gags,

stops the machine, inserts the tube into Christina, then

begins the machine again.

In fast motion we see Kari make insertions under Christina’s

breasts, removing her implants, and resealing the wounds,

all while keeping the fat insertion tube moving.

Interspersed with these images we see the clock ticking

down, down, down.

With just under two minutes to go Kari removes the insertion

tube and sews up the hole. She looks at the pictures of

Christina’s battered face. She looks at Christina’s actual

face, covered in tears.

CHRISTINA

Do it. Quickly.

Kari hesitates.

CHRISTINA

DO IT!

Kari picks up the scalpel and holds it to Christina’s cheek.

HACKSAW

Now, now, doctor...

The mechanical devices on Kari’s hands activate a small

amount, but even that causes Kari to scream out in pain.

HACKSAW

You and I both know that won’t

leave the kind of scar we need.

Kari sets down the scalpel and picks up the hunting knife.
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HACKSAW

There we are. Quickly, now. Time’s

running out.

Kari takes a deep breath and runs the blade along

Christina’s face, opening a large gash. Christina SCREAMS.

Kari drops the blade. Mere seconds remain.

HACKSAW

There’s still a lot of damage to do

and not much time to do it in. What

will you do, Dr. Saul?

Kari picks up the wrench. She looks down at Christina’s

ruined face.

CHRISTINA

JUST FUCKING DO IT! DON’T LET ME

DIE HERE, KARI, PLEASE, PLEASE

DON’T LET ME DIE!!!

Kari looks at the clock, looks at Christina, raises the

wrench in the air...

WHAM! She smashes Christina’s nose. WHAM! She breaks

Christina’s cheekbone. WHAM! She hits the jaw. Blood has

splattered up onto Kari’s face. Her friend’s blood.

Kari drops the wrench, balls her hands into fists, and WHAM!

One black eye. WHAM! A second black eye.

Christina is no longer screaming, all she can muster is a

low moan. Kari sobs.

The timer hits zero and a buzzer sounds. Kari screams and

looks up at the container of acid. It doesn’t move. The

restraints on Christina open.

HACKSAW

Congratulations. You both have

passed...this test. Rest while you

can. Your next test begins soon.

Kari SCREEEEAMS, grabs the bloody wrench from the floor and

throws it through the television screen.

INT. CONTROL ROOM.

We see the set for the "Morning Announcements" setup.

HACKSAW, wearing a green-screen motion capture mask to get

the "static" effect on the broadcast, sits behind the desk

watching a monitor showing Kari and Christina’s room from

the perspective of the television. We see Kari scream and
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throw the wrench at the television/camera, which then goes

out.

HACKSAW pulls off the mask to reveal JENNIFER DA SILVA, also

in her mid-30s. She is ALL SMILES as she turns to TOM, her

extremely handsome assistant.

HACKSAW

Tom, I’m going to be honest with

you...that went even better than I

was expecting. Let’s hope our other

students do just as well!

Reveal a row of five other monitors, all with people in

similar traps who we’ll meet in just a moment. It does NOT

look good for any of them.


